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HOW MUCH COULD BE GAINED BY OPTIMAL STOCHASTIC
CONTROL POLICIES
BY GREGORY C.Ciiow
After an exposition of stochastic control theory Jr quadratic welfare and linearsystem wit/i kuossn
parameters, this paper decomposeS the gain from the optimal policy acer the suhoptimal policy ojse:tirzg
a constant growth rate for each policy s'oriahk' info two parts, and measures them usiiga simple mtt cr0-
econometric model of the United States. The first part, the gain of the optimal deterministic control policy
over the suboptimal policy, is much s,mialler titan the second, the gain from optimal stochastic controlacer
optimal determi,nstfr control. Total gains of 30 to 40 percent. using first differences of theranch/es,
and of4O to 80 percent, using levels oft/ic variables. have been found. Sensitivities ofthese results art'
also studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this paper is tomeasure the possible gain by applying optimal
stochastic control policies using an econometric model,as compared with policies
that maintain a smooth growth path for each policyvariable. At the outset, it
should be admitted that our measures will dependon the econometric model used,
as do conclusions from quantitative economic studies in general. Apertinent
argument by proponents of a nondiscretionary rule is thatwe do not know the
dynamic structure of the economy. The viewpoint of thispaper is: if we do know
the dynamic structure, and if it resembles theone used, how much can be gained
by applying an optimal discretionary policy? For thosewho believe that our
present knowledge is meager, this paper providesan estimate of the potential
value of acquiring knowledge of the dynamicstructure of our economy. Further-
more, the method outlined here can be applied to other econometricmodels,
and it would be of interest to study the sensitivities ofour measures of gain, and
of the optimal policies implied, to variations in the models.
In order to proceed, we have adopted the following threeassumptions. (1) The
welfare cost associated with a policycan be measured by the expected value,
as of the beginning of a planning period, of a weighted sum of squared deviations
of the economic variables from their specifiedtargets. In other words, the welfare
function is quadratic. (2) The reles'ant econometric modelis linear. (3) The param-
eters of the model are known for certain. Discussion of the possibilityof relaxing
one or more of these assumptions will be postponed to the last section. It is
believed that these assumptions, though restrictive,are good enough approxima-
tions to make our quantitative results useful.
For valuable suggestions and comments I would like to thank George de Menu, Ray C.Fair,
Stephen Goldfeld, rdwin Mills, Richard E. Quandt. and many other colleagues and studentsattending
the Econometric Research Program Seminar in Princeton at whichan earlier version of this paper
sas presented. Douglas R. Chapman has been extremely helpful not only in programming the
calculations, but in being critical on many substantive points. Some initial programming workwas
performed by Michael K. Smith. Last, but not least, financial support from the NationalScience
Foundation, NSF GS 2799 and NSF GS 32003X. is gratefully acknowledged.
391Since these assumptions were also made in the well-known worksof Simon
(1956)and Theil (1958) on first-period certainty equivalenceto be applied to
muhiperiod decision under uncertainty, the main difference of thepresent study
from their analysis should be stressed.2 Because their method doesnot explicitly
provide optimal policies for future periods beyond the first, andexpected welfare
depends on these future policies, it cannot conveniently be appliedto calculate
the expected welfare associated with the optimal policy,or any other policy,
except by simulations that require the generation of randomdisturbances, On
the other hand, the calculation of expected welfare byour method is simple and
analytic. Similarly, the application of non-stochastic controltheory to a linear
econometric model by ignoring the random disturbances,as exemplified by the
interesting work of Pindyek (1971), doesnot yield expected welfare fora given
policy; nor are the alleged optimal time paths for thepolicy variables calculated
by Pindyck (1971) truly optimal if random disturbancesare included. By allowing
for the random disturbances ofan econometric model as in stochasticcontrol
theory, the present studyovercomes these deficiencies.
In my opinion, the literatureon the control of stochastic systems isunneces-
sarily complicated for the researcherwho wishes to understand themain ideas
and the derivations of the optimalcontrol solution for thecase of quadratic
welfare and linear model in discrete time.In two previouspapers, Chow (1970b,
1972), 1 have provided simple expositionsusing the elementarytechnique of Lagrange multipliers. To make thispaper self-contained, and to set thestage for further analysis, Iwill include, in section 2,an exposition of the main ideas,
drawing partly on the previouspapers and supplementing them byan elementary
exposition using the method of dynamicprogramming. Building on the basic
theory, I will derive in section 3the gain of the optimal policyover a policy of maintaining a constant rate ofgrowth for each policy variable.The method of section 3 will then be appliedto a highly simplified and aggregativeeconometric model of the U.S. economy insection 4. Conclusions andpossible extensions of the present study viIl bepresented in section 5.
2. BASIC IDEASAND IHEORY
To begin with,we take as given a lineareconometric model in its reduced form:
= A1 ,y, -, +... +4m1J't- m+C01x1± .. + C,X,-+b + u,
where y, is a vector ofdependent variables,x, is a vector of variables subjectto control, A., and C1,are given constant matrices,u, is a serially uncorrejatedvector with mean zero andcovariance matrix V. Exogenousvariables in the system which are not subject to control willbe treated eitheras part of h, (also assumedto be given constants)or as a part of u,. Tosimplify analysis, thesystem (2.1) will be rewritten as a first-ordersystem,
2 Fora fuller discussion of this point,see Chow (1972), which discussedother differences as well.
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(2.1)which will be redesignated as
(2.3) y, = A,t',+ C,x, + b, + u,.
Note that the newly defined y, includes current and (possibly) lagged dependent
variables as well as current and (possibly) lagged control variables, whereas x,
remains the same as before.
The performance of the system will be measured by the deviations of j,,
as defined in (2.3), from the target vectors a, (t = 1.....T). The vectors a, will
have the same dimension as v,, and since the latter include lagged variables,
the elements of a, have to be consistently specified through time. Specifically,
welfare cost is measured by
(2.4) W = E(y, - a'K,(y, - a,)
where the expectation E is conditional on the initial conditiony0,again in the
notation of(2.3), and K, are known, symmetric (usually diagonal), positive semi-
definite matrices, with zero elements as a rule correspondingtolagged(endogenous
and control) variables.
The main idea of control is to steer v, close to the target a, by choosing
appropriately the control variables x,. it will be fruitful to think ofx as composed
of two parts,,which is deterministic, and x which is random, both from the
vantage point of the decision process at the beginning of period 1. That is to say,
5, (1 = 1,..., T) can be specified once and for all in period I, whereas x'
(t = 1.....T) may depend on the random elements u, which are observable,
at least indirectly, if the parameters in the system are known. Similarly, the time
series y under control will be viewed as the sum of two parts, the first being
(2.5) ., = A,.(,_4- + b, (= .v0)
which is deterministic, and the remainder y7 = y, - j, being
(2.6) y7 = A,y7_ + C,x7 4- ii,(y = 0)
which is random, and independent of the first part because u, are. Accordingly,
the welfare cost is decomposed into two parts,
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[0and the control problem is alsoseparated into a deterministic controlproblem of minimizing W1 w!th resrect to, and a stochastic control problem ofminiiiiziig
W2 with respect to x7.
One elementary way to solve the deterministiccontrolproblem3is to intro-
duce the Lagrange multipliers A,, anddifferentiate the Lagrangeexpression






Equations (2.10), (2.9), and (2.5) willheused,in that order, toexpress )., as a linear function of;f,to solve for,,, and A, as linear functions of i,
,and using the last, to express ).,_as a linear function of
,and so forth, beginningwith =T. Thus, by (2.10),




By (2.9), (2.11) and (2.5),




(2i6) GT = (CTHTCT) 'CHTAT;
(2.17) g= (CTJITCTY tC'1.(Hh-
Using (2.5) and (2.11)respectively, in conjunctionwith (2.15), we solve forand as functions ofT
(2.18) YT=(4T+ CTGT)rTIhT + Cfg;
(2.19) AT =HT(AT+ CTGT)T1 ± HT(bT +Cg1.)- hT.
Having solved forAT in terms ofT. we will substitute (2.19) into (2.10) in order to obtainan equation analogousto (2.11):
KT 11TI± A),TH_Lt'T--I IIT_1
Although theresult given below iswelt-known the simp!ederivation presented heredoes not seem to be available in (heliteratureon contiol
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c=1where
(2.21)HT.l = KT.I -t- A.HT(AT + CTGT)
(2.22)hT=iariAH(b + Cg1) ±
The development from (2.14) on can now be followed, with T - Ireplacing T,
and so forth. The above solution to this deterministic control problem consists
of using the pair of equations (2.16) and (2.21) to obtain GT,IIT_l,GT_I.....
consecutively with (2.12) as the initial condition, and, given H, of using the pair
of equations (2.17) and (2.22) to obtain g,., h., g-......consecutively with
(2.13) as the initial condition. Having obtained G, and g, we set the optimal .,
by the linear feedback control rule (2.15) on v,_.
The stochastic control problem of minimizing W2 subject to (2.6) can also
be solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers.4 1-lowever, it may be useful to
present an elementary exposition using the method of dynamic programming of
Bellman (1957), a method which has often been applied to both deterniinistic and
stochastic control problems. Consider the decision on xin the last period, when
the welfare cost will be
H! - 1!,*'k',*
TT)T TT
where ET denotes expectation conditional on the information available at the
beginning of period T, namely, y. Tofacilitate its generalization to other
periods than T, we rewrite (2.23) as
(2.24) W1= ETy.'I-fTy'.
= (Ay_1 + CT4)'HT(ATY! + CTX) + PT
where
(2.25) HTKT Pr =ETU'THTUT.
Minimizing (2.24) with respect to x by differentiation yields
(2.26) 4 =
where
(2.27) GT = (C'THTCT)'C'THTAT.
Substitution of (2.26) for 4 in (2.24) gives the minimum expected cost for the
last period as
(2.28) .v'- 1(A1. -i- CTG.f)'HT(AT + CTGT)YI + PT
By the principle of optirnality in dynamic programming, the optimal strategy
for any period, say, T --1, is obtained by minimizing the expected cost from that
period on under the assumption that all future controls shall be optimally set.
This is to minimize
(2.29) ET l[Wr + y.'_ 1K. ].
For such a solution, see Chow (1972).
(2.23)
395Substituting (2.28) for 1V1 in (2.29), we find that the expression to heminimized
will have the same form as (2.24). i.e.,
(2.30)ET ![1- i11r ± PT] = (ATI.12 ± i
X H11(A1IY2 +
where
(2.31) = K,_± (A + C6 ) "T(4T + ('.(.)
= KT1 +A'.II7.(A,. + c1;1.j:
(2.32) = Pi + lT- I'T- I
Thus, the development from (2.26)on can be followed, with T Ireplacing T
and so forth. In brief, we use the pair ofequations (2.27) and (2.31) to obtain
GT,HT_, .........with initial condition (2.25). (iiVCn U,, we obtain the
optimal x7 by the linear feedback control equation(2.26) on v,. noticing that
the feedback coefficients U,are identical with those applied to in the
deterministic control problem earlier. Inthe above exposition, we have decom-
posed the optimal control problem ofminimizing the welfare cost (2.7) intoa
deterministic control anda stochastic control problem. In an ordinarytreatment, the solution to the entire problemis given simply as= G,Y, + g,, where = ., + x7 and y,= .i', + y7 in our notations.
It is interesting to note the steady-statesolution for U,. If A,= A. C, = C, and K,K for all t, U, may reacha steady-state solution G, obtained by solving
(2.33) U, = (C'H,C) 'C'H,A
(2.34) H,= K + (A ± CG,IH,(A + CG,).
Since the solution is obtainedbackward in time, starting from:i U, will
reach a steady-state for smallvalues of t. This means that, whenthe time horizon is long, and witha lime-invariant model, the optimalrule is the same for the
early periods, and the terminalcondition will affect behavioronly for periods close to the end of the timehorizon. Note also that thepossibility for U, to reach
a steady-state depends on theparameters A and C, but noton the time paths of the target a, and thecombined effect h, of otherexogenous variables, the latter affecting the solution forg,. As can he seen from (2.17) and (2.22),, could reach a steady-state if, in addition,a, and b, arc constant through time.
3. DERIVINGTUE GAIN FROM OPTiMAl.STOCHASTIC CON-rltoI.
From the exposition ofsection 2, one easilysees that the gain from applying an optimal feedback policy,as compared with the rule ofmaintaining a constant growth rate for eachcontrol variable,can be decomposed into twoparts. The first is the gain of optimalstochastic controlover optimal deterministic control, the lattei- beinga policy which sets the valuesof all future controlvariables at the beginning of periodone. This gain ismeasured by the differencebetween W2 Ey7'K,y7 for the optimalpolicy of equations (2.26),(2.27), and (2.31), and that value in theabsence of any feedback,i.e.,= A,j'7+ ii,. The second
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ais the gain of optimal deterministic control over the deterministic control rule
of a constant growth rate for each policy variable. These two parts will in turn be
derived.
The reader will have noticed that the PropOilet)ts ofiilaintairiinga constant
growth rate for juSt one control variable (money supply) have not stated their
position sufficiently for a meaningful and rigorous analysis. To complete the
specification of a meaningful proposition. we add that all control variables should
grow at constant rates, that a quadratic welfare function be used to measurethe
performance of the economy, and that, for the benefit of the proponents of such a
proposition, the particulargrowthrates be determined sub-optimally in accor-
dance with the given welfare function.5
For the first part of the gain, one can cvaluate W2 for the optimal policy as
follows. Write
(3.1) W2=EV7'K,V = trEv7t'').
Note that, for the optimal policy given by (2.26) and (2.27), the stochastic model
(2.6) becomes
(3.2) i'7= (.4,C,G,)y_+ u,.
Postmultiply (3.2) byv,'and take expectation to yield
(3.3) Eyy' =(A,±CG,)Ey...1y7' 4-Eu,u.
Premultiply the transpose of (3.2) by take expectation, and substitute the
result for Ey,*. .v7' in (3.3) to yield
(3.4) Ev' =(A,+ C,G,)(Ev.1)(A, + C,G,)' + Eun.
Equation (3.4) can be used to evaluateEvv7'in (3.1), starting withEy''y" =
Eu,u =V. Since the suboptimal policy ignores any information on t'7, and it
sets G,=0 in the model (3.2), it will have a stochastic welfare cost W2 withEy7t''
given by
(3.5) Evy7'=A,(Ev7 1v.i1)4;+V.
This completes the evaluation of the welfare gain by using optimal stochastic
control, over the best deterministic control policy.
For the second part of the gain, W1 for the optimal deterministic policy can
easily be calculated by definition (2.7). For the suboptimal policy, the control





= =(0.0 D 0.0)
Animportant motivation of this study ito examine rigorously the policy, mostly attributed
to Friedman and widely discussed after Friedman (1965), of increasing money supply at a constant
percentage rate. We have pointed out that more is needed to make such a proposition meaningful.
For further discussion of Friedman's methodology from the viewpoint of dynamic, stochastic, and
quantitative economics, the reader may refer to Chow (1970a).L
where the matrix G has zero elements except for the submatrixcorresponding to
the vector which is imbedded in the vector
, .The problem is tominimize
W1 with respect to (d1,d .....dq) = d, the diagonal elements of thematrix D.
There are various methods to perform this minimization. A goodmethod Which
we have used for the calculations in section 4 is the gradient methoddescribed in
Goldfeld, Quandt, and Trotter (1966). Given anyguess of the unknown vector d,
the value of the function W1(d) can be calculated using thedefinition (27), the
model (2.5), and the control rule (3.7); socan the gradient of W1(d) at that point,
either numerically or analytically. By usinga quadratic approximation to the
function to be minimized near that point, theGoldfeldQuandt---Trotter method
insures that the matrix of second derivativesused to calculate the unknownfor
the next iteration is positive definite,even if the function itself is notconvex
This method can be used to obtain the suboptimald, and the associatedwelfare cost W1 can be calculated.
From the viewpoint of applications,our analytical frameworkmay be
applied to the levels of economic variables,or to their first differences, depending
on the interest of the researcher. The variables in thewelfare function and in the
control equations may be of eithertype. If the given econometric modelexplains the levels, one can createnew variables for the first differences byintroducing identities, and vice versa.
4. MEASURING THE GAINFOR A S1MpL MACRO MODE[
The econometric modelto bc used to measure the gainfrom an optimal
stochastic control policy isa very aggregative multiplier..acceleratormodel that I construceChow (1967), using annualdata of the United Statescovering the
years l931-194O and 1948-1963. Thereare four stochastic equationsexplaining the four dependent variableslisted below.
AC = first differenceof total personalconsumption expenditures,
millions of current dollars.
A= first difference ofgross private domesticinvestment in producers'
durable equipment plus changein business inventories,millions.
= Al2 = first ditrerence ofnew construction, millions.
= AR = first difference of yieldof 20-year corporatebonds, annual
percentage rate times 10,000.
= AMfirst difference ofcurrency and demand depositsadjfd in middle of theyear, millions of currentdoPars.
x2 = AG = first difference of
government purchases of gdsand services, millions.














































































































































































































































































































































































































Source: Solution of the structural equations of Table I.
augment the above nine variables in a newly defined IIx Ivectorin the
notation of equation (2.3).
There are two Sets of calculations to he presented in Table 3,one obtained
by controlling the first differences of the variables, and the second bycontrolling
the variables in theirlevels.6The initial conditions0are those for the year I964.
The target paths a1 of all expenditures variables (in first differencesor in levels
as the case may be) are set to grow by 5 percent peryear starting froni their
historical values v0. The target path for the first difference of therate of interest
is set equal to zero for all periods; the target path for theinterest rate variable
itself is set equal to 43,300 (or 4.33 percentper year times iO', its value in 1964)
Since the model does not explain the price levelP. and lagged price Pis used
in the first three structural equationsas a deflation device, we will assume that
this exogenous variable grows by 2percent per year front 120.7. its value in 1964.
The time horizon T is 10 years.
The matrix K in the welfare function isassumed to he diagonal. Its non-zero
diagonal elements have been chosen accordingto two major considerations:
whether the interest rate variable shouldbe weighted, and whether individual
expenditures variables C, I, and Ishould be weighted above and beyond their
sum. Total of government expenditures is includedin the welfare function, either
by itself or as one component ofa sum, but money supply is not because there is
little rationale for doingso. Of course, the path of money supply is appraised
through its effect on expendituresand, in some calculations, through its effect
on the behavior of the rate of interest. The weightgiven to the interest rate, when
it is present in the welfarefunction, is equal to that ofan expenditure variable,
implying that a deviation of1 percentage point (or 10,000 inour units) from target
is as costly as a deviation of 10,000million dollars for an expenditure variable.
Calculations using other weightsfor the interest rate variable, and forgovernment
expenditures, than those reported inTable 3 have also been performed, but they
For brief comments on the relativemerits and limitations of using levels and first differences in the welfare function,see Chow (1970b)
7See Chow (1967).P. 12, for data on '0 The initial conditions willnot affect 1,,: therefore, the Stochastic part of the welfarecost will not be affected.
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(I) AC 03744-0.6173--0.4751(W466- ((.0651 0.9393(12697
(2) A!, 0.1644.- 1.2243--0.43240.0514-0.0592 0483703425
(3) A!2 0.0470-0.1606 --063350.0531--0.0868 03(8)70.0087
(4) AR 0.0650-0.2220 -0.1709(1.0168 0.2943 -((547702561
(5) AY, 0.5857--2.0023-1.54110.1511 --0.2111 .72360.6209
(6) I 0.1644-0.2243-0.43240.0514-0.0592 ((.48370.3425
(7) '2 0.0470--0.1606 0.36650.0531- 0.0868 03(8370(8387
(8) AY 0.4627- 1.5818- 1.2174(1.1(94-0 (668 1.36171.2805
(9) 1 0.4627- 1.5818- 1.21741.1194--0.1668 1.3617 .2805
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provide the same orders of magnitude for the relative gains of the optimal policies
over the suboptimal policies.
The first two runs in Table 3 give no weight to the interest rate variable.
while the last three give a weight of 1 as specified above. Within these two groups,
the runs are presented with increasing number of variables to be controlled. Note
that, when the number of variables to be controlled is equal to the number of
policy instruments (2 in our case), the deterministic components of these variables
will reach their targets exactly, and the deterministic part of the welfare cost is
therefore zero. Note also that the welfare cost is measured by a weighted sum of
squared deviations in millions, so that 100(106)for one expenditure variable
would mean a standard deviation of 10 billion dollars.
As far as the five runs using first differences arcconcerned,5the gain of the
optimal solution in the stochastic part of welfare cost varies between about
30 to 40 percent, and this part is much more important than the deterministic
part. Hence, if the economic model contains stochastic disturbances, one can
hardly afford to ignore them in the study of optimal policy. As far as the five
runs using the levels of the variables areconcerned.9the gain of the optimal
solution in the stochastic part of welfare cost varies from about 40 to 80 percent.
and, again, this part dominates the deterministic part of the welfare cost.
8 All calculations for the stochastic part of welfare cost require the use of the covarlancc matrix I
of the reduced-form residuals, for which see Chow and Levitan (1969).
These calculations require the introduction of three more variables. i.e.. the levels C. R. and Y1,
into our equations of Tables I and 2: these variables are esplained by simple identities. Furthermore.
the control variables are Al and G, rather than AM and AG.
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One might wish to ask why the relative gains of the optimalpolicies are
greater for the calculations using levels of the variables than theCorresponding
gains using first differences. To answer this question, letus reexamine how the
stochastic part of the welfare cost is calculated. For the optimall)o!iCy,Choose a linear feedback control equation x7 = in such a way that thesystem under control
7 = ,1y7, + Cx7 + u, = (A + CG,)v7± u1
will have small weighted sum of variances. Moreprecisely, we choose thematrix G1 = (C'H,C)'CH1A to make the matrix (A+ CG,) small, in theSense of
having a minimum tr (A + CGr)'H,(A4 CG). This is equivalent toregressing the columns of the matrix A on the columns of thematrixC, with the columns
of G1 as regression coefficients ina multivariate regression. For thesub-optimal POlICY, we set Gr = 0 The gain from theoptimal policy is the gain (inreducing variances) by using a smaller matrix (A+ C'G1) in the above stochasticsystem rather than the matrix A itself. If the lagstructure of the system asreflected in the matrix A becomes more complicated,with reference toa given matrix C,
in such a way that the ratio oftr A'H1A to Er (A -f CG1)'fI,(A+ CG,) becomes
larger for the optimal G1, then thegain from optimal control willbe greater. Intuitively speaking, themore sparse A is, A = 0 being theextreme case, the less will be the effects of the laggedvariables on the currentstate, and thus the less will be the gain from optimalfeedback control. If this point isvalid, one should
expect larger gains from optimal control ifhe employs a quarterlymodel instead of an annual one, because therewill be more lagged variablesand the matrix A will be bigger in dimensionand less spare.
Granted that the optimal policyis definitely better thanthe suboptimal policy for a given welfarefunction, how much of thesuperiority would remain when judged by a differentwelfare function? To shedsome light on this question, I have calculated the ratiosof the suboptimalstochastic welfare costs to the
optimal for Runs (1), (2), (4),and (5), using the welfare weightsof Run (3) which are unity for R and Y only.These ratios are respectively1.25, L32, 1.30, and 1.35 for the calculations infirst differences; theyare 1.28, 1.25, 1.42, and 1.41respec- tively for the calculationsin levels. The optimalpolicies are thus seen to be fairly robust against differentwelfare functions---_recall thatthe optimal policies of runs (1)and (2) were derivedwithout including therate of interest in their welfare fu nct ions.
The gains from optimalpolicies having beenmeasured, it would be of interest to examine the nature ofthe optimal feedbackequations as reElected in the matrix G,. Table 4 shows thematrix G1 for all theruns of Table 3. In all calculations, the matrices G1,beginning with G10converge very rapid!y---for three significant figures, Table 4 appliesequally well to G5. Iwill confine myself totwo observa- tions. First, Concerningthe relative rolesof money supply andgovernment expenditures, other thingsbeing equal, optimalmoney supply will become more active, as measured bythe absolute valuesof the feedback coefficients,when the rate of interest occupiesa less important position inthe welfare function; optimal




O?TIMAI. FF1I)tsACK ()NTR01. MATRIX G
important position in the welfare function. Secondly,because our consumption
function (see Table 1) is of the form
AC,9.3083 LW1, ± 0.1938 AC,_1+
and our investment function,as derived from the accelerations principle through
a stock-flow transformation, is of the form
= 0.2806AY1, + 0.33751,,+
= 0.2806 Al'1, - 0.6625 I,........
a compensatory policy would be to react negativelyto AC,.,1 but positively to
and'2t.as indicated by the coefficients in Table 4, and suggestedby the
coefficients in the reduced-form equation for AYin Table 2. If the above formula-
tions of the consumption and investment functionsare correct, monetary and
fiscal policies should react differentlyto lagged consumption and to lagged
investment expenditures as recommended here.
To provide a very crude checkon the wisdom of actual government policies
during the period 1948-1963 (thepost World War 11 sample period ofour model),
I am reporting the following tworegressions of AM, and AG,on (I ±'2),1,AM,. ,and linear trend t (t1948.....1963), placing in paren-
theses below each regression coefficient itsratio to the standard error.
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In these regressions. the two investment variablesare combined to avoidtoo
much multicollinearity; the trend and the interceptare used to representg, in
the feedback control equation. Allowing for their standarderrors, one can say
that the coefficients of ACand (I + 12)_do tend to be respectivelynegative and positive as in an optimal policy, and that the firstthree coefijcjents (or four,
if the coefficient of investment expenditurescounts as two) are not verydifferent
from the optimal coefficients in Table 4-----discount therow of zeros in the optimal
equations for AG in run (1) because AG is given too muchweight, and discountthe
row for AM in run (3) because AR is given too much weight.If uncertaintieswere ignored, and the above coefficientswere used for the matrix G, to calculatethe stochastic part of welfare, one would obtain:
Thus, a set of (non-stochastic)feedback control equationsbased on historical observations would notcompare unfavorably with the suboptimalpolicy of G = 0. However, the aboveestimates of welfare gainsare biased in favor of the observed regression policybecause the standarderrors s of the regressions and of the regression coefficients,which have been ignored inthese calculations, would increase the variances ofthe system.'° Onecannot say, from this very crude analysis, that monetaryand fiscal policies in theperiod 1948-1963 were destabil- izing.
5. CONCLUDI,IG REMARKS
In this paper, I haveset forth a theoretical frameworkfor measuring the welfare gains by followingan optimal stochastic controlpolicy as compared with a suboptimal policy whichonly permits aconstant rate of growth for each policy
'° Oneshould at leastIncorporate the two observed feedbackcontrol equations as stochastic equations in the system by takinginto account the randomdisturbances in them, but this would still leave out the possiblyrandom nature of theregression coefficients On the other hand,large residuals in the historical feedback
regressions might be dueto policies designed for non-economicreasons (such as financing andspending for the Korean War),
and compensations for their effects lateron.
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AC1(II'2)-I AM-I 1 Intercept .s R2
AM0.31830.0957 0.0898 - 135.8 266,539.02,673 0.23












Run I 2 3 4
(regression) 566.1 536.2 288.8 583.0 553.1
W2 (suboptimal) 547.6 586.8 358.9 564.7 603.9
Ratio 0.97 1.09 1.24 0.97 1.09variable, and have provided numericalmeasures of gains using a macro-economic
model. I have found that the stochastic part of welfarecost, which takes into
account the random disturbances of an econometric model, is much larger than
the deterministic part which does not. If first differencesenter the welfare function,
the gain varies between 30 to 40 percent; if levels of thevariables enter the welfare
function, the gain varies between 40 to 80 percent, both interms of weighted sum
of squares of deviations from targets. By examining how theoptimal stochastic
control policy works in this framework, I have indicated that the complexitiesof
the lagged structure of the system as reflected in the matrix A, fora given matrix C
of the effects of the policy variables, will tend to make the gain fromthe optimal
policy greater, implying, for example, that a model using quarterly observations
is likely to yield larger gains than an annual model.
It has also been found that the gain froman optimal policy, which is derived
from a given welfare function, is fairly robust against (reasonable)variations in
the welfare weights for its evaluation. The characteristics of theoptimal feedback
policies have been examined. Historical feedback relationships havebeen crudely
estimated by regressions. and they do not suggest that monetary and fiscalpolicies
in the United States were destabilizing in the period 1948-1963.
Let me now comment briefly on the possibility of relaxing the three main
assumptions stated at the beginning of this paper. As suggested by Athans (1971),
for example, an analysis using a quadratic welfare function anda linear stochastic
model can be applied to a problem involving non-quadratic welfare andnon-linear
model by, first, solving the deterministic version of the latter problem,a version
that substitutes zero for random disturbances, with whatevermethod available
(such as Pontryagin's minimum principle or dynamic programming),and, second,
controlling the deviations ofy1 from the optimal path obtained above after the
linearization of the original model around this optimal path. Thissuggestion
deserves further investigation, especially in view of the large differences between
the optimal stochastic solutions and the optimal deterministic solutions thatwe
have found in this paper.
If the model is linear and the welfare function quadratic, but theparameters
are unknown and treated as random, it is well-known, and can easily be shown
using techniques parallel to those of equations (2.23) to (2.32), that the optimal
feedback equations will remain linear with matrices
= [E(C'HC)]'E(C'H,4)
H11 = K1 + E(A -t- CGJ'H,(,l ± CGr)
replacing those of equations (2.27) and (2.31) respectively, provided that the random
matrices A and C have density functions which are unchanged during the planning
period. If this proviso is accepted, as it is reasonable in many applications when
the prior information on A and Cat the beginning of the planning period dominates
the additional information to be collected during the planning period,one has an
analytical solution to the optimal control problem after evaluating the mathe-
matical expectation of the product of any two elements of the matrices A and C by
Bayesian methods, as is done in Chow (1971). I hope to reporton the results of
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